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1. A POSSIBLE SCALAR WAR SCENARIO

The following seems like science fiction, but scalar beam weapons were invented in 1904 by a
American immigrant genius called Nicola Tesla (1856 or 57 -1943) from Yugoslavia. Since he died
in 1943, many nations have secretly developed his beam weapons which now further refined

are so powerful that just by satellite one can: make a nuclear like destruction; earthquake;
hurricane; tidal wave; cause instant freezing - killing every living thing instantly over many miles;
cause intense heat like a burning fireball over a wide area; induce hypnotic mind control over a
whole population; or even read anyone on the planet's mind by remote; affect anybody's REM
dream sleep by sending in subliminal pictures to the visual cortex; cause hallucinagon drug like
effects or the symptoms of chemical or biological poisoning; make a disease epidemic by
imprinting the disease 'signature' right into the cellular structure; paralyze and or/kill everyone
instantaneously in a 50 mile radius and lastly remove something right out of its place in time and
space faster than the speed of light, without any detectable warning by crossing 2 or more
beams with each other and any target can be aimed at even right through to the opposite side
of the earth. If either of the major scalar weapon armed countries e.g. U.S. or Russia were to fire
a nuclear missile to attack each other this may possibly not even reach the target, because the
missile could be destroyed with scalar technology before it even left its place or origin. The
knowledge via radio waves that it was about to be fired could be eavesdropped and the target
could be destroyed in the bunker, fired at from space by satellite.
Alternatively invisible moving barriers and globes made of plasma (produced by crossed scalar
beams) could destroy any nuclear missile easily while it moves towards the target and failing all
these, it could be destroyed by entering the target's territory by passing through a Tesla shield
which would explode anything entering its airspace. To begin with, defense using scalar
technology could intercept it before it even landed. Secret eavesdropping of radio
communications tapping into ordinary military radio contact using undetectable 'scalar wave
carriers' hacking in may have heard military personnel say it was about to be fired. The missile
may be destroyed from above the site, using satellites equipped with scalar or particle beam
weapons or a cloaked UFO (American or Russian made anti-gravity disk originally made by back
engineering crashed alien saucers) or aircraft using scalar or particle beams which could invisibly
(and undetectably with standard equipment) cause the target to malfunction and drop down. By
using a scalar wave (radar like) 'interference grid', which covers both country's entire military
activities in the air, underground or undersea, scalar transmitters send waves over large areas at
90 deg angles to each other. These waves follow the earth-ionospheric wave guide and curve
around the planet. It is called an 'interference grid' because all solid moving objects show up as
a spot of light moving through marked grid squares on an operator's video screen. Scalar waves
are a higher form of radar waves, but they go one step further by passing through anything solid
too and are able to detect and be able to be made into a focused beam to target anything
through the earth or sea as well.
A scalar beam can be sent from a transmitter to the target, coupled with another sent from
another transmitter and as they cross an explosion can be made. This interference grid method
could enable scalar beams to explode the missile before launch, as well as en route with
knowing the right coordinates. If the target does manage to launch, what are known as Tesla
globes or Tesla hemispheric shields can be sent to envelop a missile or aircraft. These are made
of luminous plasma which emanates physically from crossed scalar beams and can be created

any size, even over 100 miles across. Initially detected and tracked as it moves on the scalar
interference grid, a continuous EMP (electromagnetic pulse) Tesla plasma globe could kill the
electronics of the target. More intensely hot Tesla 'fireball' globes could vaporize the missile.
Tesla globes could also activate a missile's nuclear warhead en route by creating a violent low
order nuclear explosion. Various parts of the flying debris can be subjected to smaller more
intense Tesla globes where the energy density to destroy is more powerful than the larger globe
first encountered. This can be done in pulse mode with any remaining debris given maximum
continuous heating to vaporize metals and materials. If anything still rains down on Russia or
America, either could have already made a Tesla shield over the targeted area to block it from
entering the airspace.
2. HOW WERE SCALAR WAVES DISCOVERED?

Scalar wavelengths are finer than gamma rays or X rays and only one hundred millionth of a
square centimeter in width. They belong to the subtle gravitational field and are also known as
gravitic waves. Uniquely, they flow in multiple directions at right angles off electromagnetic
waves, as an untapped energy source called 'potentials'. Potentials are particles which are
unorganized in hyperspace - pure etheric energy not manifest in the physical world. In
comparison, electromagnetic waves (measured by so many hertz or pulses per second, which
we are familiar with e.g. radio waves) exist normally in the physical world, but can only be
measured up to levels determined by the sensitivity of the equipment being used as to how
many cycles per second they operate.
Scalar waves were originally detected by a Scottish mathematical genius called James Clerk
Maxwell (1831-1879) He linked electricity and magnetism and laid the foundation for modern
physics, but unfortunately the very fine scalar waves (which he included in his research) were
deliberately left out of his work by the 3 men, including Heinrich Hertz, who laid down the laws
taught for physics as a discipline at colleges. They dismissed Maxwell's scalar waves or potentials
as "mystical" because they were physically unmanifest and only existed in the "ethers" and so
were determined to be too ineffectual for further study. These enigmatic (but more powerful
than even microwaves when harnessed and concentrated into a beam) scalar waves may have
been forgotten except that Nicola Tesla accidentally rediscovered them. He'd originally worked
with Thomas Edison who discovered direct current, but Tesla discovered alternating curren t.
The two men disagreed and eventually parted ways and Tesla later experimented using the
research of the German Heinrich Hertz, who was proving the existence of electromagnetic
waves. Tesla found, while experimenting with violently abrupt direct current electrical charges,
that a new form of energy (scalar) came through.
By 1904, Tesla had developed transmitters to harness scalar energy from one transmitter to
another, undetectably bypassing time and space. He could just materialize it from one place to
another through hyperspace, without the use of wires, it was just sucked right out of the space time/vacuum and into a transmitter and into a beam which could be targeted to another

transmitter. Unfortunately he got no financial support for replacing electricity, which used wires
and therefore earned money, and to this day, this is the reason why scalar energy is still not
acknowledged in mainstream physics. Tesla, even though he discovered more for mankind in
science than many others, is still not credited in science books for his discovery of scalar waves,
a source of "free-energy" obtainable as a limitless source of power that costs nothing. Other
inventors have sporadically rediscovered "free-energy" but have come to harm or have been
silenced by the sum of millions of dollars hush money, a small sum compared to the sale of
electricity, oil, gas and a myriad of other energy producers which would then be rendered
worthless. Money hungry big business has harshly crushed any opposition to their own riches,
generated by multiple obsolete earth polluting fossil fuels.
3. A CLOSER LOOK AT SCALAR WAVE-FORMS

These finer scalar wave-forms also have been discovered periodically by other mathematicians,
who have been able to calculate new equations especially in harmonics (used in
hyperdimensional physics) connecting the wavelengths of matter, gravity and light to each other
and how all these lock in and create our expression of time (as it manifests in space) - which has
been now discovered to be untapped 'potential' energy flowing in hyperspace. Time flows like a
wave-form river in hyperspace in a grid pattern. This consists of interlocking great circles which
circle the poles and include a lattice grid of lines that are 30 nautical miles or 55.5 km apart.
When scalar beams charge through hyperspace these 'rivers of time' get blocked and redirected
temporarily. There is a covert plan underfoot to change the way time is expressed on this planet
altogether using hyperdimensional physics and Tesla technology, by splicing earth back onto a
now defunct Atlantean timeline in which Lucifer hadn't fallen from grace. (see my other work on
this in the books The Universal Seduction Vols 2 and 3 at the end of this article)
Our present 'reality' is expressed in the way time runs around the corridors in hyperspace by the
pattern it takes. Other 'timelines' exist in a different kind of grid pattern, creating alternative
versions of our 'present'. Multiple versions of reality (or for example 2 April 2004) can be
manipulated given the right technology, and people can enter into parallel universes do all sorts
of things and then enter back into this one. One needs a Tesla Zero Time Reference Generator,
which can lodge a specific reality into the time at the center of the universe, in which it stays
still, acting like an anchor. Both America and the UK govt are able to manipulate and enter into
different realities.
The various dimensions each comprise a complex pattern of interlocking wave -forms. Matter
has been found to be only one wave of a pulse comprising a positive cycle, while the negative
cycle manifests as 'anti-matter'. The 'matter' pulse brings something 'into' physical visibility,
then it disappears momentarily and returns. But the pulses are so rapid we don't see something
as unmanifest while temporarily dematerializing. Physical time is only measured by the visibility
of something's aging process, or in other words its passage through a journey starting at one
measured time-reference point to another. Different wave-forms only appear to us to be solid

because we are comprised of the same matter. If the frequencies governing the time between a
matter pulse and an anti-matter pulse are shortened or lengthened with technology, time will
go faster or slower in the surrounding space or what it effects. Therefore scalar waves belong to
space-time in which anti-matter or hyperspace exists. Time can be altered by harnessed and
directed scalar waves (including magnets which give off scalar waves which bend time) because
they disrupt the pulse of matter and anti-matter and therefore the rate at which something
normally passes through time with its usual smoothness. An experiment with scalar waves in
USA once caused all the clocks and watches in the test neighborhood to go berserk for 4 days,
until the flow of time resettled back to its normal flow and they returned as before. This was
noted by Frank Golden.
Scalar 'potentials' can be created artificially and when focused into a weapon, can do major
damage to an object's location in space-time. That which determines the object's natural pulse
of matter and anti-matter cycle can become stressed when targeted by scalar waves made of
artificial potentials, because they are almost always absorbed by the nucleus of an atom, not the
electrons in orbit. Hyperspace can become warped temporarily, although space -time naturally
curves around natural vortexes the earth has which form 'chakras' to absorb and release
universal energies. These are opened and closed in natural cycles according to the pos itions of
the sun and moon in relation to earth. Because scalar waves are finer than gamma waves they
can pass through any physical substance undetected. However the damage inflicted can be so
powerful that they can dislodge an object right out of time and space and cause it to temporarily
disappear away from its normal movement in time. All objects move in time, and they will also
move in space if a physical external force activates the object's own natural internal scalar
waves to point in the direction it is sent to causing it to move from A to B depending on how
much force is used. Or they are trapped motionless in space by the internal scalar energy within
swirling around interlocking into a deadlock, (making it appear still) however the object still
moves in time. A beam of scalar energy can cause the timeframe the object resides in to get
warped, making it disappear into another reality.
4. HOW DO SCALAR WEAPONS WORK?

Particles which are unorganized in hyperspace (potentials) can be harnessed into recreating
multiple frequencies of scalar waves and these can now be manufactured artificially and can
include frequencies between infrared and ultraviolet. If a transmitter is at a higher reference
'potential' than the interference zone of 2 crossed scalar beams, energy emerges into the
plasma 'bottle' which materializes physically and this is called 'exothermic' mode. This can cause
explosions and can be 'nuclear like' if set at a high frequency. Even though no electromagnetic
energy has flown through space between the transmitters and the target, and because it has
bypassed physical space, the energy can suddenly appear faster than the speed of light and
destroy something without warning. It is only as a locked in artificial potential that is a directed
'river of force' in hyperspace and it is entirely undetectable with conventional scientific
equipment, which is where the danger lies. Nobody can ever know what the enemy is planning

or who their enemies are and because it never gets any press normal military personnel without
this knowledge would never know what hit them, especially if it is scalar mind control. To
extract energy back to the transmitters from the energy bottle of 2 crossed scalar beams the
potential must be set at a lower mode and this is called 'endothermic' mode and as energy is
extracted out of the 'bottle' area, a freezing will occur, possibly causing a thunderous sound.
When 2 transmitters send timed pulses, which meet, an explosion will occur which either
produces energy or extracts it. If 2 crossed beams are in 'continuous' mode the energy between
beams is continuous and Tesla globes and hemispheres can be made which act as a continuous
shield to either destroy incoming weapons and aircraft entering it. If multiple frequencies are
transmitted on the beams, at the intersection a 3 dimensional globe appears. This can be
manipulated to have very high infolded energy with any desired light emission, shape, color or
intensity. It can even cause metal to soften or melt. This 'bottle' of ene rgy can be detonated
inside the earth to create an earthquake or into a building to make a 'nuclear like' explosion.
This 'bottle' can be moved anywhere on the planet or through it and made any size.
The Russians in 1985 once threatened the earth itself by activating their scalar weapons with
multiple scalar transmitters turned on at once, endangering the survival of the entire planet.
According to nuclear physicist Bearden, they conducted a massive, 'full up' scalar weapon
systems and communications strategic exercise. During this sudden exercise American Frank
Golden discovered the Russians activated 27 gigantic 'power taps', established by resonating the
earth electrogravitationally on 54 powerful scalar frequencies (27 pairs where the two are
separated from each other by 12 kHz.) transmitted into the earth and they utilized this to
stimulate the earth into forced electrogravitational resonance on all 54 frequencies. Each of the
27 power taps extracted enormous energy from the molten core of the earth itself, and turning
it into ordinary electrical power. Each giant tap is capable of powering 4 to 6 of the largest scalar
EM howitzers possessed by Russia. Bearden writes: "Apparently over 100 giant scalar EM
weapons were activated and a large number of command and control transmissions and it
lasted several days. By alternating the potentials and loads of each of the two paired
transmitters, electrical energy in enormous amounts can be extracted from the earth itself, fed
by the 'giant cathode' that is the earth's molten core. Scalar EM command and control systems,
including high data rate communications with underwater submarines, were also activated on a
massive scale. The exercise went on for several days, as power taps were switched in and out,
and command and control systems went up and down. Bearden claims not one American
intelligence lab, or scientist detected this as they didn't have a detector for scalar EM radiation,
and that not one officially believes that the exercise ever happened." However, it w as
monitored on an advanced, proprietary detection system by Frank Golden for several days and
by Bearden for several hours. This exercise proved Brezhnev's 1972 statement that by 1985 the
Soviets would be prepared to do as they wish, anywhere in the world. The Soviets are using
unknown attributes of matter, phenomena and laws of nature by research covering the
equivalent of 7-8 U.S. atom bomb projects back to back already. However both America and
Russia are doing through the earth scalar beam transmissions and ever since then earth's

internal dynamo has been affected. It suddenly experienced a sudden unexpected slowdown in
rotation 1984. It has become like an unbalanced washing machine, wobbling as it spins. Scalar
waves pass naturally between the center of the earth and the sun, and this coupled with
multiple annual nuclear tests (which have been proven to disturb the ionosphere and magnetic
field) the balance of the earth with the moon, may even cause the earth to flip, if the naturally
produced scalar waves are diverted onto another course, which are keeping the earth spinning
harmoniously.
5. WHAT CAN SCALAR WEAPONS DO?

A Tesla shield protecting a military target could be made of three or more concentric shields,
that would produce multiple electromagnetic pulse energy and severe heating of anything
which enters it. These concentric Tesla shields can also clean up and sterilize any gamma
radiation resulting from an explosion of a nuclear warhead. Nicola Tesla even in the 1920s could
create a protective 3 dimensional 'shield' or 'dome' formed by 2 or more transmitters sending
widened scalar beams linked together over a target in a hemisphere shape. Instead of causing
the target to explode which narrow more intense crossed beams would, a wider more
encompassing beam could form a large plasma shell outside something to be protected. This
acted like an electrifying force field shaped like a dome, which could cause anything which
entered it to have its technology dudded, (inoperative) make incoming aircraft pilots die by
destroying their nervous system and/or make an incoming missile, aircraft or tank blow up.
Multiple layers could be nested made of different kinds of plasmas which would ensure nothing
could penetrate a protected target's groundspace or airspace. The Russians can make a Tesla
shield up to 200 miles wide. These large luminous plasma shields have been witnessed by sailors
over the oceans from time to time, as various nations test their scalar weapons in secret. Tesla,
as early as the 1920s created globes or bullets of plasma with crossed scalar beams sucking the
energy out of the air space in a 'cold explosion' causing it to freeze, or sending extreme heat into
it to burn as a very powerful laser beam. These powerful beams can also travel right through the
earth and create an earthquake at the antipodes of the earth and Tesla also experimented doing
this. Hyperspace flux energy (potentials) flows as waves in a sea of intense power in the next
dimension unharnessed, however when energy is manufactured artificially it can be made into
different modes e.g pulse mode, energy extraction mode or explosion mode. If 2 timed pulses
meet, an explosion extraction makes a sharp cooling and all heated energy is extracted out of
the air back to the transmitter. This can make everything and everyone frozen. It preserves
machines and buildings but not people. If a burning energy is sent the target has a nuclear like
'detonation' because energy emerges to a target destroying the nucleus of the atoms. Multiple
scalar wave modes and frequencies can also be blended together into one beam as well.
Tesla globes can be manipulated to be small or large in manifold kinds of energy frequencies
and directed to a target by 2 or more far away scalar transmitters. Many intense frequency
small globes can be directed towards multiple incoming targets, like cannonballs causing major

explosions. Alternatively a larger less intense globe sent can cause the electrics to dud in a
plane, helicopter or missile causing it to malfunction and crash land. This technology has been
used many times to crash planes or helicopters by using a portable scalar bazooka carried by a
hidden terrorist or soldier. The Vietnamese and Soviets used this technology in the Vietnam war
against American aircraft. Many planes crashes with inexplicable causes can be traced to this.
These Russian made portable bazookas were also used by the Serbs against American
helicopters during the Bosnian war. The Soviets used scalar weapons against the Afghanistans
during their war. One may wonder if this explains current American helicopter crashes in
Afghanistan and Iraq.
2. Scalar waves can be used for impenetrable communication inside an ordinary carrier wave.
Artificial potentials can be used for 2 way communication with submarines, aircraft and ships.
Scalar waves can be used to tap into normal communications even when encrypted. They can
even destroy the enemies equipment if they wish using lock-in mode to locate the source or just
continue eavesdropping. radar invisibility can be done by putting multiple transmitters around
something to make a spherical interference shell in the bandwidth of the searching radar.
Nothing in the air is safe with scalar weapons or anything on the ground, because any building
can be penetrated and the inside contents destroyed from either narrow or wide crossed
beams. There is nowhere to hide. Scalar beams can be sent by aircraft or satellite or even from
the government UFOs of Russia, Britain, Australia and America. They can be sent from the UFO s
the Nazis developed secretly in Germany during WW2, and which were relocated to their
underground bases in Antarctica and all over South America before the war ended.
6. SCALAR BEAMS AGAINST INDIVIDUALS

To totally destroy a person's nervous system and kill them instantaneously, a scalar weapon can
be set on 'high intensity pulse mode'. This will destroy every living cell, bacteria and all germs so
the body falls down like a limp rag, not even decaying in even 30-45 days. There is no living
aspect left to decay. Entire groups of people can be killed this way even in a 50 mile radius on
peak power. Scalar beams set on a lower power can render a person unconscious to be revived
at a later date for interrogation. Crossed scalar beams can cover a whole range of targets from
something right through the other side of the earth, to anything under the sea or ground. Not
even metal will suffice to protect, as a metal softening mode can be deployed. Scalar beams can
be put into X ray mode where a screen can show what is inside something, even under the sea
and earth or inside buildings. This is called a remote viewing radar.
Anything in the sky can be instantly destroyed even from one country to another. All one
country needs to destroy anything skybound in an enemy's country is to put 2 or more scalar
transmitters forming a scalar wave-form interference grid whereby a shield is locked over a
country in high intensity mode and this will cause anything which enters it to be destroyed. This
can also destroy anything in the sea and detonate mines. The explosion shows up on the screen
as a blossoming of the moving light on the square. The Russians mainly use their interference
grids over the USA to control the weather moving hot or cold air where they can meet and

create storms, hurricanes, torrential rain or droughts as they please. Earthquakes can be created
along with volcanoes erupting according to Tom Bearden. Moisture can be brought from the
ocean and sent overland and cold air from the north sent south. Violent thunderstorms can be
created. He also claims since 1989 the Japanese Yazuka and Aum sects lease scalar
interferometers from the Russians to do weather engineering over the USA.
However America can fight back with their own scalar weapons. One can silently down
passenger planes as need be by sending low frequency scalar beam to make the engine fail,
either from the interference grid squares or from even portable shoulder scalar weapon
bazookas which can be targeted at helicopters or any aircraft above. Surface naval vessels can
be attacked through their hulls as well as ocean bottom mines detonated. Any aircraft, or land
vessels including tanks can be fitted with portable scalar weapons. Though tanks can easily be
destroyed with them.
Tom Bearden claims that the Soviets and Americans have been silently downing each other's
aircraft since the 1980s. Soviet made scalar weapons downed American aircraft in Vietnam.
Right from when USA put up their first satellites the Russians have been shooting them down in
cloaked Russian made UFO's with scalar and particle beam weapons. Between 1977 and 1982
Russia shot down many US satellites. At that time they wanted complete control over the skies
and had put up killer satellites complete with beam weapons to target US satellites and even the
space shuttles. It has been claimed by Tom Bearden that all the early space shuttles were shot
down by the Russians and duplicate shuttles were landed from another base. There was a mad
rush by the US govt to develop beam weapons to defend themselves against the Russians and
they did this eventually shooting down a couple of the Russian made UFOs containing beam
weapons. Revenge silently followed by passenger planes of each other's countrie s being
targeted.
3. 7. SCALAR MIND CONTROL

In the early 1970's Hundreds of inmates at the Gunniston Facility of the Utah State Prison were
subjected to scalar wave mind control. Inmates tried unsuccessfully to fight back in court. The
University of Utah researched at that time how scalar waves could induce the mind into hearing
voices, overriding and implanting thoughts into the mind, as well as reading the thoughts. They
also developed eye implants. In 1998 scalar waves were used to test subliminal voices in the
head in 2 Utah prisons. In Draper Prison, Utah a man called David Fratus in 1988 claimed voices
in his inner ears were induced in him as clear as if listening to a set of stereo headphones. The
mind control victims of US govt implants are also subjected to artificial voices in the head which
are sent on scalar beam by satellite and and the HAARP transmitters and relayed to the GWEN
Towers placed approximately every 200 miles across USA. Many of the messages relayed into
these American mind control victims are said to come from aliens, with a 'message for mankind'.
These 'alien messages' were first given to the prisoners in Utah and they all got the same
messages.

The Russians, having a head start on decoding the brain can send subliminal messages by
satellite over whole countries in their own languages, in scalar waves so subtle that the victims
think they are their own thoughts occurring. They could make people think "God" is speaking to
them and can also give a people suicidal thoughts. There is a suicide wavelength. The Russians
and Israelis have been said to do this on mind control data websites. As well, the Americans
have been using these subliminals to give 'voices in the head' messages (which includes to those
with CIA or military controlled implants) that are supposedly from 'aliens' or "The Holy Spirit" to
say e.g. the Second Coming will be here soon or earth needs to be evacuated and the person has
been 'chosen'. Only certain people can pick this up according to whether they have implants
(which relay messages into the head) or if they are natural telepathics. The mineral selenium
when ingested beyond normal levels is said to increase the capacity to hear voices in the head.
Though certain races have a higher hearing threshold and are able to pick up synthetic telepathy
sent through the atmosphere more than others.
Russia's scalar transmitters are called "Woodpeckers" because of the woodpecker type tapping
transmissions detected from them on the radio band. They have the technology to send
subliminals right into a person's subconscious, bypassing the brain and could drastically
influence the thoughts, vision, physical functioning, emotions and conscious state of a person by
sending in subliminal signals even from a great distance. In the late 1960s the Soviets broke the
genetic code of the human brain. It had 44 digits or less and employed 22 frequency bands
across nearly the whole EM spectrum. But only 11 of the frequency bands were independent.
The Soviets found they could make a person do something just by sending subliminals into the
body, bypassing the ears.
Up to 16 of the Russian Woodpecker scalar transmitters have been observed to carry a common
phase-locked 10 Hz modulation. 10 Hz is used to put people into a hypnotic state. The Russians
can manipulate the moods of everyone in a 75 mile radius, with a circularly polarized antenna,
and people's bodies have been shown to pick up the "new" mode of expression. Even "sleep"
frequency will make everyone tired and fall asleep.
8. AMERICA'S 'NO CONTACT' MASS MIND CONTROLLING NETWORK

According to the book Project L.U.C.I.D by Texe Marrs, John St Clair Akwei claims that the US
National Security Agency (NSA) has had the most advanced computers in the world since the
1960's. The Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) mission of the NSA uses scalar waves for blanket
coverage of the USA and can wirelessly tap into any computer in the USA and read the contents.
As well as track people by the electrical currents in their bodies, which emanates a particular
'signature frequency'. This is possible because everything in the environment gives off scalar
waves at right angle rotations off the normal electromagnetic wave. These can be searched for
and tracked and are not subject to constraints of time and space. A person's frequency can be
stored on a supercomputer and this can be tracked anywhere.

4. They can be sent subliminal words sent in scalar waves which are so subtle that the person will

think they are their own thoughts. Also NSA uses a secret program (develope d since the
MKULTRA mind control program of the 1950s) what is called "Radiation Intelligence". Scientific
research from this is withheld from the public and there are international intelligence
agreements to keep this technology secret. Using this technology the NSA records and decodes
individual brain maps of hundreds of thousands of people for national security purposes. It is
also used secretly by the military for a brain-to-computer link. Activity in the speech center of
the brain can be translated into the subject's verbal thoughts and can also show up activity from
their visual cortex on a video monitor. NSA operatives can see what the subject is seeing. Visual
memory can also be seen and the NSA can place images directly into the visual cortex, bypas sing
the eyes and the optic nerves.
When a target sleeps secretly images can be installed into the brain during REM sleep for brain programming purposes. Speech, 3D sound, and subliminal audio can also be sent to the auditory
cortex of the brain, bypassing the ears. This "Remote Neural Monitoring" (RNM) can completely
alter a subjects perceptions, moods and motor control. Different brainwave frequencies are
connected with various parts of the body and when the right frequency to activate a section of
the body is sent a person is powerless to stop it. Pain can be induced in mind control victims this
way by targeting a section of the body. This has been spoken of by many mind control victims,
accompanied by 'voices in the head' by the operators cruelly asking if it hurt and all done
remotely without any physical contact with the victim. There has been a SIGINT wireless scalar
wave brain monitoring network in the US since the 1940s according to John St Clair Akwei. He
tells us how it is done with digitally decoding the evoked 'potentials' (see first section for more
on potentials) in the 30-50Hz, 5 milliwatt electromagnetic emissions from the brain. In these
emissions spikes and patterns show as evoked potentials. "Every thought, reaction, motor
command, auditory event and visual image in the brain has a corresponding "evoked potential"
or set of "evoked potentials". These can be decoded into the current thoughts, images and
sounds going on in a target's brain. When complexly coded signals are sent to a victim,
bypassing the eyes, optic nerves and ears, the faint images appear as floating 2D screens in the
brain. Auditory hallucinations can be induced, creating paranoid schizophrenia.
The frequency the brain areas respond to are from 3 Hz to 50 Hz. For each brain area these are
used: Brain Area: Bioelectric Resonance Frequency: Information Induced Through Modulation.
Motor control cortex: 10 Hz: Motor impulse coordination Auditory cortex: 15 Hz: Sound which
bypasses the ears Visual cortex: 25 Hz: Images in the brain, bypassing the eyes Somasensory: 9
Hz: Phantom touch sense Thought center: 20Hz: Imposed subconscious thoughts Only the NSA
modulates this signal band into evoked potentials or scalar carriers. There are about 100 people
working 24 hrs a day for the NSA at Ft Meade on this "Remote Neural Monitoring" (RNM). John
St Clair Akwei, after being harassed by this NSA technology brought a lawsuit against the NSA.
During the lawsuit process he was harassed by 3D sound, and his associates were also harassed
to keep him isolated. No action was taken against the NSA in the 1991 lawsuit. In 1967 an
"internationally renowned scientist" and Christopher Hills, a pendulum expert, communicated

with some ETs. (It is not known who the scientist was but at one time both Hill s and Puharich
were working with the medium Eileen Garrett and Puharich was communicating with ETs called
The Nine.The same ETs that the Bilderberger group (comprised of world leaders and European
royals) who control the affairs of the planet) This is what the ETs told Christopher Hills via
pendulum:
In short, ETs communicated with us via modulated radio-waves, between 10,000 and 20,000
cycles below the known electromagnetic-spectrum. In the carrier-wave by amplitude
modulation, mixed with frequency modulation. Single band energy, transmission power less
than 25 watts. A naturally present wave on earth the brain modulated - a wave that resonates
between the earth and the ionosphere. All humans influence the ionosphere in this manner. A
reflecting technique involved. The brain modulation consisted of pulses, akin to those known
from neuro pulses. Two humans can use this. Related to something akin to low frequency radar
and to ultrasonic techniques but qualified. A mixed electro-acoustic wave function. The
electromagnetic-wave induced an ultrasonic transduction in human tissue. The brain radiation
has a sonic component to it as well as an electromagnetic component. Electromagneticradiation has a sonic component and it's dependent on the medium through which it travels.
The scientist cut through months of work. Now HAARP is slicing up the ionosphere, the world brain, like a microwave knife, producing long tear incisions destroying the membrane which
holds the reservoir of data accumulated by all earth's history. HAARP has already punched 360 x
30 miles holes in the ionosphere.
9. INDUCING DISEASES WITH SCALAR WAVES

Tom Bearden also writes that a more advanced form of scalar weapon is known as a 'quantum
potential' weapon has been developed by US, Russia, China, Israel and possibly Brazil . These
weapons mimic the signature or frequency of a disease by recreating them on scalar carriers.
Also any disease can be imprinted onto our cellular system using frequencies ranging from
ultraviolet to infrared. Whole populations can have new diseases and death induced as well as
latent diseases being activated with quantum potential diseases in targeted areas.
Manufactured symptoms of radiation poisoning, chemical poisoning, bacterial infection and
even the effects of many kinds of drugs including hallucinogenic ones can be induced with these
very subtle scalar waves which flow in hyperspace or the sea of ether. They become imbedded
right into the immune system or etheric counterpart of the physical body.
On the www.freedomdomain.com site a man called Kaznacheyev found that the induction of
diseases could be effected by the Woodpecker scalar transmitters in the near ultraviolet range.
Experiments at the University of Marburg in West Germany duplicated these disease inducing
scalar wave experiments in infrared. Dr Popp of West Germany, after analyzing the virtual
photon master control system of the cells found that scalar virtual particle flux which
determines the genetic blueprint pattern of the cells can be easily entered w ith scalar
techniques to induce disease and cell disorder at will.

10 . TESLA'S SCALAR WAVE TECHNOLOGY WAS SECRETLY CONTINUED BY RUSSIA AND
THE NAZIS

While the American government rejected Tesla's energy without wires and left him penniless,
Russia and Germany asked Tesla to work for them. He turned them down, but according to
Preston Nichols he faked his death in 1943 and was spirited away to the UK. From then on it was
a frenzied battle between the Soviets and Germany to develop scalar technology. Rus sia got a
head start in learning how scalar waves can be drawn from hyperspace by sending an agent to
seek out a man in Utah who built a machine for doing this Utah. A Soviet agent destroyed the
device after learning how the machine operated.
The man, T H Moray learned about Tesla's 'sea of ether' and had made a scalar interferometer.
Germany had developed anti-gravity technology in 1939 by back-engineering a crashed UFO. By
WW2, they led the world in radar and infrared science as well as radar absorbing materials and
radar cross section. Some leading western experts think they developed radar cross section
beyond western levels today, but there is evidence of an alien alliance during the war so this
may have been influential. The Germans were using time reversed waves, which caused a scalar
wave to follow back and respond to the source of a received ordinary electromagnetic wave.
During WW2 many of the best Nazi scientists escaped to a base they'd developed secretly in
Antarctica, getting supplies from South Africa as well as to German communities in Argentina,
Chile, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and other Latin America countries. After the war Americans
moved the remainder of the best Nazi scientists to US, with the Soviets, French and British
taking the remainder to their countries. However the Soviets became angry at the Americans for
taking first choice of Nazi scientific brains, so in 1946 they just cleaned out the majority of
scientists and technicians back to the Soviet Union, about 275,000 men plus all their families
from Soviet occupied eastern Germany. By the 1950 the Soviets had developed time-reversed
waves. They has also forced the captured Germans to build them a fleet of anti -grav saucers
complete with particle beam and scalar beam weapons. In Antarctica the Nazis had Tesla's
"Death Ray", capable of sending a lethal beam even to the moon to create an incandescent spot,
when aimed at it. Tesla devastated with his "Death Ray" - likened to a modern day particle beam
weapon. According to Al Bielek the Russians have particle beam weapons which can shoot 1000
miles into space, and they use these to shoot down any UFO within 200 miles radius of their sky.
The Americans also have many particle beam weapons and they too shoot down UFOs. There is
apparently a war going on in space, and the Russians and Americans have secretly got together
to fight it. It is unknown who the UFO occupants are, but the Nazi's in Antarctica are said to be
invincible with their superweapons.
5.
11. IS THERE A SECRET WAR GOING IN THE SKIES?

Japan now has scalar weapons and has got together with Russia to develop them. In 1991,
according to Harry Mason, Russian President Gorbechev offered to lease the Japanese the

super-secret intercontinental scalar weapons, capable of producing earthquakes for $900
million, which they'd used in the Soviet Union since the 1960's. Tom Bearden also claims they
leased them in 1989. A Joint Russian-Japanese university was set up to develop new weapons
with Japanese microchips to overpower the US and jointly rule the world. After Tesla "died" in
1943, his papers were sent to a Tesla Museum in Yugoslavia, where the Japanese obtained the
knowledge of Tesla technology. The scalar weapons were developed by a Japanese scientist an
IQ higher than Einstein.They too, like the Americans tested their scalar weapons in the outback
of Western Australia, possibly using a base in Antarctica in which to send scalar waves to their
Australian transmitter to produce earthquakes and Tesla globes. The Japanese scalar scientists
are tied up with various cults and feel that the Japanese emperor should rule the planet, as well
as having a policy of exacting revenge on former enemies culminating in a "Final War" against
the Christian west and Islamic world. It is the Japanese Aum sect and Yakuza mafia who are still
leasing the Russian scalar transmitters and have steadily used them for weather engineering
over America since the nineties for target practice. Bearden claims that the Japanese may be
allowed by the Russians to down planes now and then. The Japanese cult members in their govt
are also tied up with North Korean cult members. The Russians have been weather engineering
over America since the 1960's using their interference grid to target specific areas.
12. WHO ELSE IS CONTINUING TESLA'S SCALAR TECHNOLOGY?

Unlike Western universities, Eastern Europe and Russia have always included Tesla's scalar wave
research openly in their curriculum and so they got a head start with multiple facilities built all
over the Soviet Union to build scalar weapon transmitters starting from the 1950's. This was
further hastened by making captured East German scientists work for the Soviets leading that
country straight into the space age, giving them UFOs fitted with scalar and particle beam
weapons. The UFOs even had cloaking technology. America, even though they had Nazi
scientists working for them after the war at Area 51 on anti-gravity, didn't realize how advanced
the Soviets had become with scalar technology until they found out they'd been secretly
attacked during the 1950's undetected. In 1960 the Soviet premier Kruschev announced to the
world, that they had "superweapons". In 1963 they deliberately destroyed a US atomic
submarine undersea by Puerto Rico with scalar weapons. They next day over the Puerto Rico
Trench the Soviets used scalar weapons in a different mode to produce a giant underwater
explosion. US was defenseless against an unknown type of weapon. In 1965 the Great Sandy
Desert in Western Australia was mapped out and chosen by the US govt to begin scalar weapons
testing. Even though 'officially' Tesla's papers were kept by the FBI after he died and were
labeled 'top secret', lest they get into the hands of the enemy, Tesla had passed all his
knowledge and research onto a young American physicist 2 weeks before he died in 1943. The
US military in Western Australia tested crossed scalar beams aimed into the ground to create
earthquakes on a target map of squares and also created Tesla globes from crossed scalar
beams in the sky. Pine Gap the secret underground American military base has 2 scalar
transmitters and they also have at least another in Exmouth, N Western Australia. Other

American scalar transmitters besides various ones all over USA are at Alaska, Puerto Rico,
Greenland, Norway and Antarctica.
6.

Though many countries have scalar weapons now, other countries could easily be a target
of those with scalar weapons and never know what was the cause of their explosions,
mind control or weather engineering. So of course more and more countries are getting
the scalar technology needing it to defend themselves as well and this keeps getting
passed on especially by the Russians. The other thing is one may know it is a scalar
attack but have no idea who did it. The known countries which have scalar weapons are:
America, Russia, France, Australia, Germany, Japan, China, Taiwan, South Africa, Israel,
Brazil, UK and Argentina as well as various populations of Nazis still operating in
Antarctica and all over South America. It is unknown how Brazilians got scalar weapons
and quantum potential weapons, but the Brazilians have had alien technology for some
time and also the Vatican has covert technology and has been said to have a base for this
in Sth America for their secret space program. There is extensive coverage of Brazil's
space program in my 40 page article "Scalar Weapons: Read it and Weep" in Vol 3 of the
www.theuniversalseduction.com book series. This covers China and Japan's weapons as
well as extensive coverage of Russia's attacks on America, especially the space shuttles
and the technology of the Nazis in Antarctica. Others may have them such as Ukraine and
Nth Korea but as yet no proof exists for these countries. Even in the alternative press not
enough has been said about scalar weapons to the extent where normal conspiracy
researchers and writers are as familiar with their dangers as they should be because even
online they hardly get a mention on conspiracy sites. Yet they are probably the most life
threatening thing on the planet.

7.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THIS TOPIC:
http://www.theuniversalseduction.com
The Universal Seduction Vol 3: Scalar Weapons. Read It And Weep by Christi Verismo.
For more on America's use of Tesla technology and joint alien/US military underground
bases in Australia, anti-gravity technology and use of time portals.
The Universal Seduction Vol 2. Pine Gap, Australia's Area 51 by Christi Verismo.
The Lost Journals of Nicola Tesla by Tim Swartz and Mind Control by Tim Swartz in:
The Universal Seduction Vol 1
and The Lost Journals of Nicola Tesla - HAARP - Chemtrails and the Secret of
Alternative 4
http://www.members.tripod.com/uforeview/swartz.html
Secret Black Projects of the NWO by Tim Swartz. Abelard Productions.
http://www.members.tripod.com/uforeview/swartz.html

About the Nazis in Antarctica:
About the Nazis in Antarctica:
Evil Agenda Of The Secret Government By Tim Swartz
http://www.members.tripod.com/uforeview/swartz.html
Nikola Tesla: Journey to Mars - Are We Already There? By Sean Casteel
http://www.members.tripod.com/uforeview/teslabooks.html
Nikola Tesla - Free Energy and the White Dove by Commander X
http://www.members.tripod.com/uforeview/commanderx.html
Incredible Technologies of the New World Order: UFOs-Tesla-Area 51 by Commander X
http://www.members.tripod.com/uforeview/commanderx.html
Tom Bearden's scalar weapon website, http://www.cheniere.org
The Historical Background of Scalar Weapons by Tom Bearden.
http://www.geocities.com/Area51/Shadowlands/6583/project233.html
Tom Bearden on what the Russians have been doing since the late 1950's with scalar technology
against the U.S. and numerous more examples of scalar attacks can be found at:
http://www.earthchangestv.com/ufo/0209gandor.htm
http://216.247.92.101/pub/bearden/examples.htm
http://www.cheniere.org/correspondence/110502.htm
Scalar Wars: The Brave New World of Scalar Electromagnetics
http://216.247.92.101/pub/bearden/scalar_wars.htm
For the US and Japanese military testing of scalar weapons in Australia, see Harry Mason 's
'Bright Skies':
http://www.tmgnow.com.repository/secret/brightskies.html
For US scalar activity and joint alien underground bases in Australia: Fortress Australia:
http://rumormillnews.com/FORTRESS_AUSTRALIA.htm
For the true story of the Russians shooting down the space shuttles and the Russian UFO
development:
Fire From The Sky: http://www.anomalous-images.com/text/files.html
For more on America's scalar technology:
HAARP. the Ultimate Weapon of the Conspiracy by Jerry E Smith.

http://www.jerryesmith.com
Also The End of the World by Jerry E Smith The Universal Seduction Vol 3
Commentary on 'Day After Roswell' by Sean Casteel. (about reverse engineering crashed UFOs
etc) The Universal Seduction Vol 3
Also in Vol 3 of The Universal Seduction, 4 more chapters called:
US patents of Mind Control.
The Secrets of Mind Control.
Domestic Surveillance, Mind Control Technology and the NSA.
The Montauk Project and Physics Run Amok by Alexander Bruce.
For more on how time operates through the gridlines by Bruce Cathie:
http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/Parliament/3460/bruce.html
For more on the Nazi's anti-gravity saucers: UFOs Nazi Secret Weapon? Mattern-Friedrich.
Samisdat Publishers Toronto, Canada. (About 1966.)
For more on the US anti-gravity program: The Hunt For Zero Point by Nick Cook.
For Brazil's contact with aliens: My Contact With UFOs (also known as flying saucers) by Dino
Kraspedon.
My website for more data. http://www.angelfire.com/oz/cv/index.html

